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,Some sourc s of temporal datal such as archives:and :newspapers .

. contain information on the dates t which certain events °cent. In

other.instanees we can obtain r trospective iiistotieS

IRIS and orginitations, We refer t data on datedrevents-Lincl

ing dates of Change from one qualit tive state to another-4s event

histories.

So4ologists with a wide :Varie!y of Substantive interests

haveaccesS thsuchevent histories, Many of the available'histories

cf;araCterize the careers of indiViduals; there .ar'e histories of

births, marriages, jabs, illnesses (or Iniitalizations) arrests and

convictions, residences,: and so on SotiologiSts interested in for.

init1organizations often have access. to information ori'dates.of in

terrial reorganizations, mergers, starts of contracts (withqinions),

.and failures. }Ft;those interested in 'syitern,level problems"; there

arc doeurnents giving the dates of episodes of collective. violence

(for example,. riots, :lynchings, insurrections), ,wars, changes in

political regimes; revitalization movements, and so forth.

Sociologists rarely 'Make full use orsuch data. instead:We

typically analyze only a portion of them. When the.eVents in'ques.

lion have short diirations'(for example, strikes, riots); : analysts

frequently aggfrgate overtime. periods. They may conduct time.

series analysis 'of counts ofkvents in successive periods, tisually

coded in terms of:the severity:of events (see,for example, Snyder .

andTilly, 1972; ShOrter and Tilly, 1974; Chirot and Ragin, 1975),

Or they may aggregate events over the entire period.observed arid

arigyze-the data cross-sectionally (for example,.,see Spilerman

1976), When the average 4tation.between events is fairly long

(for etample, marriages, political :regimes), analysts. 'commonly

simplify the data in anotherwav They take..piclures at rseritts

=of discrete time ppinti and characterize units in ternis of the state

Occupied at each pointfor example, each person is 'identified as

married or norieack pointThe series of cross sections are their,

. treated like panel observations. For example, studies of marktl

stability using data on marital histories komnionly investigate

changes in marital status over somefixed period, say a year. Then

individuals' are coded. as either chtiAging or 'not changing 'their

marital Status (sec, for exarnple,,flumpas and Sweet, 1972;

Glick And Norto'n, 1971; Morgan and others, 1974).

.1111: cENsoi(bir PROBLEM IN ANALYSIS OF I11011111,S 21:1,

lgnorng information on the timing'of events May in some

'cases be instified grounds of ainveri nee.. Octagidnally there

art substantivelelsons for ignoring the ing Of events. Seejlorr .

example, Nne's 1970 arguments fot igoorir the ilurati'rin of

vacancieilofjobs.'However, we suspect,that iflany cases sociol:

*gists arc unaware of both the iignihoance of:the liming-of events

and stioistitol ilrocedures for analyzi

aoliej would: probably be more' widely ifilble in socitlogy if::

.;their ,sigrtifiCa nee as. data, and procedures for analyzing these

data, were better known.

It seems'obvio6t; that analyses. of event histories that us,i:
. .

all infarmation'enntained in-the datainkirmation on dlr.

bet; selquenee,, and, timing of eventsare preferred to approaches

that use only iportion ofrit.'Wi have diSenised elsewhere (Tuma
r {

and otbersi in press) both th'e 'value 'ol analyzing event histories.
.

and various procedures tor doing such an lysis. I Jere iiita# nu ,

a problem that ,arises in attempts to, use all information in event

histories the problem of eehsored observations.

A diagrammatic repreientation of a typical event histOrY

may help in visualizing the problem. In Figure 1 the period':of '

observation lies between the two vertical lines extending above

arid:below the time axis at,0 and r, The dates at Which events

cur are indicated by vertical lines above the time axis, 'I he

of the jth event is denoted by t,. The time between the ( 1)th

andith events is denoied by uj; later weirefer ta'this as the jth'

. spell "or interval In our example the fourth event happens after r;

therefore it is not observed. However, we do observe that: no event
, ,

occur; hetween and we nenote the leqth of this periodby v.

Whenever 1, is greater:than zero, the recora be (Mora

Millie right. That is, t fie timing of events occurring after T:is not
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observed. Thus' censoring is ti.characteristie

plan; it describes a characteristic of a sample."

In Fig(ire I observation begins at thr origin of thei unit's

histOry. Sometimes obsetvItion 'begins after the origin so, that

some early events may not bIAserved. In this case, there is said

ta be censoring on the left. Event history data available to:social=

Agistiartaltnoit_aiways_censorecl_ok.the_righLantt

the left, 100. The ,m-thodological problem is whet r to 'use cm-

cored observations intervals) such as --and if To, hotv to use

them,

f an .observation

r

THE CRNSORING I CIRLEM IN ANALYSIS OF FVENT HISTORIES. 213

,

times a year duri g fhe course of the kperinient, At each inter -

viewvievv the dates of all intetviening eh sin jobs and in marital

status were collected. At t e tnd (14 e experiment 'same heads

had not yet cha'nged job ,ar mart al status and others had '
droPped out of\:the; experjrnent , Both types of observations

involve censoring Jiat shduld be done with information on these

cases?.

The problem of censoring is not new to so ral scientists,'

Sorensen (1976) has discussed it in the following context. §4pose-

a survey at a given point in ke collecis,infarmation pn the dates,

on which the N ifidividualsin the sample entered and lift a cetak
. .

,state; such as emPloynient. To avoid recall errors, we may Waiit ,to

'analyze data pertaining only to either a recent time period (say

the past 2 years) o(ike current state occupied by each individual...

Our problem is that 'we do not know when the current state will

end. In 'a study of the 'determinants of limemployment, (or ex,

ample, home individuals will be unemployed at the interview. We

can ask how long they have been unemployed, but we cannot =

termine the completed duration of the current isode of u

employment.

`Exactly the same problem arises with archival data. A

sociologist studying the failure rate of organizations faces this

problem because all public documents stop at some date, In any

observed, year, some organizations fonoded in a given previous

year will "lien and others will net. Observations and the life span

of surviving organizations are censored.

Panel studies that obtain retrospective data on the.periods

between waves of interviews lad to the same problem, 'in the four'

large-scale income. maintenance experiments conducted in the

past decade, for example, family heads were interviewed several

There are ale sec passible approaches to the censor-

probleM: (I) Igno nsored observations and analyze only

tho e cases with an evn dOring the 'observation period; (2) treat

censored observations as boug an event oceurred at the time of
;

the last observation; tir (31) us a method of, estimation that ad-

justs for censoring.under the siumptionthat the same stochastic,

model applies to all cases! whether or not ohservations on them j.

are 'censored.' Although ;the second strategy may be used in- ,'.1

advertettly, it probably has few defenders. To recede censored

observations in this way is the same as recoding nonevents- as

events. Ignoring. censored observations is more "common, es-

pecially when caused by aitritiork (Almost all panel, studiesbof

change in marital status do this See th'e disdussion, in Hannan

and others, 1976.) In!thiS chapter we'compafe both these arbi=

trary procedures to ,a statistically so nd ,IneOod for iseverf)!'

stochastic models. We End that these ar trarr'pracedures'lead to

biased estimates of parametks of the models considered.

Although ere is a fairly large statistical literature on the':

censoring problem,' this literature, seems .lariely' unfanilEar to`

sociologists, SOrensen (1976) has discussed the censoring problem,

in a socioVical context and proposed var Ways .of dealing

with tile problem in particular circumstaricewithout, how-

ever, referring to the statistical literature. We review his pro=

posals and place them in a broader context. It! particular we

show that all but one of his proposals a&special caseuf a cam-

mon procedurempmum=likelihbod estimation of hazard lune;

tionsoapplied to a model in which the rate at which an event.

occurs (the,hazard) is a time-independkt constant. We com'pare

the small-iample properties pi various estimatots for this model.

!hi :unrepeatable events, Crole and Clark's (1975) web' text proles' ,

a useful introduction to this li(erature. For events, Cox and Lewis

(1966) arc helpful,

'According to Kendall and,Elueldarid (19,71, p. 20): "A sample is said to

be censored when 'certain values ore unknown. (or deliberately 'ignored) al.

though their existence is known''

2Demographers have been especkilly.aware or the problem, EmCexample,

see Shops and Menken (1972a, 19,72b). Economists have also begun io addiess

the issue; see, fur example, Heckman (1977).

3

y 6
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We pay special attention to the etTocts tat the degree of censoring

on the quality of the ettimators,Then We show that the general

approach Can be generali4 t deal with the effects of ea sal

variables on rates, with tie rra f multiple kinds ofevents, nd

with time dependence of rates. ese extensions require pa a.

metric assumptions about the nature of ,th' stochastic proc

----gentrating-the-events :-We-conclude,with_a_brief look ,fit__ some

recent statistical contributions on
estration from censored data;

these estithateirs are based onLwe4N parametric assumptions,

b6Ithefr relatitquality inimall samples is not yet known. \

MODELING 7 IIE STOCAST IC Pi? pCESS

.GENEkITINC EVENTS \
)

It is useful to distinguish two types of events: non epeat.

able events (such as the death of an individual) and repeatable
,

events such as outbreaks of collective violence in-a city4 The

statistical l' eraturr on censoring emphasizes the first type. When

there is no need to specify the joint probability:'distribution of a

sequence of events, it is usually fairly, simple to madel the stochaitic

processseneriping the event. When a unit can haveJepeated 4,

events,' systemNtic alysis of event histories: requires that one

' fOrmulate a model tying ithe joint probability 'distribution 'for a

''sequente of events. . :,

'Let 7; be a random variable AnotIng the timing of the jth

event and let Z;be,a random variable. denoting the state entered:,

when the jth' event occurs,' fiecau§e events and censoring rarely

occur at any fixecynierval of time; we assume that possible Values

of T, belong. to a continuous interval of time. We assume,, more.

over, that the possible values of Z, belong to .a. set of positive

integers.' We must specify a model that gives tie joint probability

distiibution of the,Ps and /

POT,' <t,,T2 t2 ts;;

7 r=

where 0 < tt < < t ,1,and Al is th largest_ number ofevents'

under consideration.

Z2) rtes

(i) be a random variable rtpresenng the slate

11l(OENSORINO ?ROAM IN ANALYSIS...QF EVENT tifironys 215,

'cu ied at time t If weknow TO)
for,all t, we Can Obviously infer,/

q; .1,41and tir z2,..,
we know

(I) e l'r[r (i)
f2)

ford k and:, we can determines joint prObabilityilistribotion

in.(1),

ThuS we need a tractable model that lets us detent'oine (2),

fn ails chapter we consideronly-Continuoos4imeAlscrete,state

Markov, proeesses as a meant of simplifying title
expolition of the

basic methodological issues
surr6 T i the censoring problem:

However, the procedures that e rccom nd for 'adlyzing event

histories can be extended to thodelg ba ed other= stochastic

processes (for example, a sern!=Markov prices),

The formal assumptions of a iscrete.stale co'ntinuous.
.

time 'Markov
proCess ma:- be speCified as follows, Let p),(p, 0 de.

note the probability that unit in stater j at time ti is :in state k at

4

1) V < < 11(
:

1(V
(I) .k 1 (v)

)-: ]. (,3)

Um* the Marko alsstImption

P
Akfrid F Prigt) .k 1(0-11

5

1

This means
that we do not need to know which stare is occupied

at every moment between vatip in order to know the probability

of being in state k at time, 1, To satis4 tf is assumption, the

Chapman.Kolmogogov
equation must hold:

P)1(141)
piA,0

ume that

1

(4)

wbire v u < it is also nattira

10

11

Pik (1)

a

for :7 k

for j

'la Equations (1). thrash (9), the symbols , u, and 11,, (in I, n)

nine y rePteseni pointl'un
thllime axis, In Meis t of this chapter the have

the n caning we gave
them in Figure I,

a

ti
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Given these assumption 'it follows that

MI) 4 EP/ )11J1(

f
Furthermore,'note that by repea4 applititiOratiht-Chapao:

Kolmogorov:equation we can compute N(t) if we know the p'rob.

ability do transition between all states j and k for very smalltime

intervals d1, This relationship (9) is useful if we do not observe

T(1) and would like to p1-edict it: However, this prediction re.

quires that we assume that

1)

THE CENSORING
PROBLEM IN ANALYSIS of EVENT HISTORIES 217

1

48)
Ti) is a nondecreasing function, of time and in any smallmoment

of time can increase by at most, 1. It may be proved that the Pols-

ion model (discussed by .S0rensen) results from these assump.

lions, (See Breiman j 1969, pp, 205-206 for a simple proof.) In

particular, vh find.

Pi(if I + 01)/tit e r (I) < co (10?

for alljand k,1 k. Note that rfi(It) cannot be negativf.

We refer to r,,i(t) as the rate of a change from j to k at time

Others sometimes call it an instantaneous rate%itransition, a

transition intensity, or an infinitesimal generator. The rates are=

the fundamental parameters of a Markov process.

COATANT,R4TE AIODEL

Sociologists may be More interested in mpdeling variable

rates than constant rates. Nonetheless, there are two reasons for

beginning with a constant.rate model: First, the simplicity of the

model makes,,the main features of the general strategy easy to

comprehend. Second, Sorensen (1976) restricted his attention to

this model and we wish to clarify his proposals. t

We still faces on a continuous-time, discrete.state Markov

`process. To compare with Sorensen's (1977) discussion, we need

an additionYsimplification: Let T(I),record the number of events

thatIceur on or befoiT 1, 0 : 1 < and let the rates that define

the Markov proCess be given by

if k + I

otherwise

Thus transitions can only occur 'the next lizher integer; that is,

Pr[i(lie y = Rar))/y! le"/ (12)

where a represents the constant rate_ of octurrence. W . wish to

estimate a, the tate at which an event occurs. However, 'in our

problem (by definition) event histories are censored: Some units

wilihave experienced no event by, r. Others will have had one or

ftiore events, but, as shown/ in Figure 1, the last time segmtnt is

also, censure
because the end of the observation period rarely

coincides with the last event,

Maximum °Likelihood Estimators
V

In this chapter we concentrate on maximumlikelihoocl es.

dhimatorsbe ause they,can be obtained for most stochastic pro.:

cesses, rail handle censoring, and usually have good properties in

a
largtsample for example, see Dhrymes, 1970):' The principle t.

of maximum
likelihood is to choose those parameter values that,

make the observations in the sample most likely:

We begin with the case in which the sample observations

consist of the values of r(ri) for each individual i, I 1,

where r,is the length.of the observational period for 1. Let y, rep

teseni the observed value of,r(r)'---that is, the number'of events

far i between 0 and r,, If observations on the N units are inde-

pendent, then the likelihood function is

f
LIMO; 11 f(art)" VYi!]

t.1

(11

(13)

This is kie product of the probabilities of the observations

(y)2 :?s given by (14 Differentiating the log of (13)

with respect t 4 and setting the result equal to zero gives the

maximum.lik ihood estimator (MLE) for the parameter of a

sTo the hest of our knowledge;
Ooag (1949) is the: firsrto have reported

the use of
rnalimum-likelthood estimation to deal with Hie censoring problem.
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which just the total number orobserved events divided the_ _

total observation tithe.

There are twathethodological reasons for using data on the

timing of events rather than the total number of events. First,,rc.

spandenti iving retrospittive histories ma'yiaccur,atl recall only

rent eventsal the extreme, only the date oi the most recall

event, Seconfl, when several kinds of everits.,ean occur, it idif

holt, if rio impossible, to write probability densitiesior the num.

her of visits to the set of gties

'!hlen the date of each event is known; tfit samplmbserva.

tons consist of both y,the number mtfld the

sequeoce of dates for these events (t,, , for each individual

The data 'contain the implicit information that no event oe.

r 1 between ty, and r,,

: ty) denote the, probability density that the y

THE CENSORING PROBLEM IN ANALYSIS OE EVENT HISTORIES 21(:,L

length time between events is exponentially distributed (see

for example, lireiman, 1969, pp, 37-38) and has the probability

density

1 (11 at
I

1 '1

for all j,
In Addition, the probability of no ev ent between and r

ujust

li) =_G(v) = e - (18)

Substituting these
exs?essions in (IA we obtain the likelihood

function for the constant-rate model when the data consist of the t

Bites of all events within the observation period:

ll e (19)

H-
where y, is equal to 1 if thejtlyeyent occurs fore Thforindividual

land otherwise is zero. Since yi, equals zero when the jth event for

individual i occurs after the censoring point r, IlliSsimpli6es tb

a. could be obserted on the dates indicated, and lei

- . t7) denote the probability of no event between t,

cod!'itional on ii,. . I (G is usually called the survivor

i n ) Then a general formulation of the likelihood of the ob.

.liong'(not specific to the constant-rate model) is just

I I

it) (15)

w.,ere subscript on is andy's is suppress'ed for clarity. Note that

both c impleted spells and censored spells contribute to the like

l',,00d function,

For Model (15) the pint probability of the dates of events

lobe product of the probability density of the intervals between

events:

- ).J(u) ..1(11) (16)

where u, (see Figure 1 ). (\, hoover, it may be ,..,howo

that for a constant-rate model (that is; a Poisson model) the

12

1 (ae'")').
pi

-al (20)

Henceforth we use this simplification in forming estimators. Note

that y the number of events before r,, is the sum of the

niaximurn1ikelihood estimator of a obtained from (20) is

=

)-I

(21)

(22)

But for every individual i the sum of the lengths of completed

spells plus the length of the censored spell is just the total observa-

tion time r, (see Figure 1), Therefore, as before, the maximum- ,

likelihood estimator of a is the ratio of the total number of ob-

served events to the total observation time. For present purposes

the important point is that for a constant-rate model the

13
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' maximum-likelihood estimator of a using the dates of events

(Equation 22) is identical to that obtained using information ort

the number of events (Equation 14).

Since we refer regularly to Expression (22), we simplify

and partially alter our notation.' Let I represent the total num.

ber of events, let U denote the total length of completed spells,

and let V refer to the :total length of censored spells. Then the

expressiou in (22) can be written.: \

= v) (23)

We sholl refer to this as the all-event M LE.

At one point below we refer to alfILE that uses only the

date of the first event in the observation period. That is, we use

only yi, and ti, (which equals uh). Then the likelihood function is

and the MLE is

=

L IT (ae

Y huh 4-

(e =0, -y,)

yOT,

(24)

V) (25)

where ri denotes the number of individuals who have a first event,

11, refers to the total the to the first observed event, and VI de.

hates the total obSerVation time 'for individuals who have no

events. The general form of the estimator is the same as in (23),

but dates of events after the first event are ignored. This is, of

course, the only possible specification when an event is non-

repeat a bit.

Two Pseudo-MLE s

The maximum-likelihood framework permits us to show

the consequences of dealing inadequately with the censoring

problem. We consider the two possibilities introduced at the out-

set. The most common procedure is to ignore censored observa-

tions. The pseudo-likelihood expression formed under this

'Subsequently capital letters usually denote sample gums rather than

random variables.

!4
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procedure is

L .11 II (01"P )1P

and the "pseudo-MU" is

26)

.o = I/U (27)

The second alternative is to recode censored dbservatians

so-th4t events are assumed to occur at the end of thf observational

period. A procedure similar to the one preseted above leads toa

"pscudo-M LE" with the form

a 7, (r+N)0+ ) (28)

The true MLE in (23) is lower than either of these esti-

mators for any given set of data: This is seen from the ratio of the

BILE to the pseudo.MLE. In the case of the estimator (27) that

ignores censored observations, this ratio (iiryr) is LI/ (U + V), the

proportion of the total observation time (U + V) spent in uncen-

sored spells (U). In the case of the estimator that recodes cen-

tored spells (28), this ratio (60) is r/ (r + N), ihe fraction of

spells (r + N) that are not censored (I), Thus the greater the

nurnher of censored spells and the longer the observation time

cowed by them, the larger are thee estimators relative to the

NILE:Since the MLE is unbiased in large samples, these arbi-

trary procedures give upwardly biased estimates in large sam-

pies. Furthermore, as we discuss below,- the MLE is slightly

upwardly biased in small samples, Since the ad hoc procedures

give still higher estimates, they cannot improve on the MLE even

in small samples. We return to this issue when we discuss models

that incorporate causal effects on rates:

SOrerisen's Moment Estimators

Sorensen (1976) applidd the method of moments to several

of teller's (1971, pp. 11=14) results on the "waiting time paradox"

to derive estimators for the constant-rate model. He considered

two situations.

In the first case the investigator trusts only the accuracy

of the date of the most recent event. SOrensen's goal was to show
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tat the parameter of the constant-rate model may be

estimated using only information on censored spells:

nhe estimator depends on whether the origin of the

'rocess is far (with a small probability of no event

)rior to the consoring) or near. In the former case

(Strensen's eq. 14 written in our notation):

0 110)

Ehe moment estimator for ((is obtained by'repincing

(v) with V/4( the'sampla mean of the censored

!lhere the subscript on stands for SArensen's

First estimator.
_

In fact, this estimator can be ,interpreted as a

maximum likelihood estimator. In the spetial case

)f the constant rate model, time is revarsible. That

Ls, eginning at any arbitrary 'Chosen point, the

probability distribution of time to an event is the

same working both forward and backward in time. So

thivestimator is formally equivalent to on that

follows a sample of units backward in tine from the

censoring point until each has an event. Because

the interruption is far from the start of the process

the probability that a unit has no event within the

observational period iS essentially zero. Consequently,

there is no consoring problem, so the likelihood function

(3a

is

and the MLE is

11 CU ,

(to

(11)

(32)

This is just the PILE for first events when there is no

censoring (Equation 25),

near the origin of the process the relevant equation

(Orensen's eq. 17 is

q3)

Again S0rensen proposed a moment estimator, replacing e ir

With Po, the sample proportion with no event, and E(v) via

the observed mean length of the censored spells. We have

already denoted the number of units with an event as Y1,

Let us indicate the

16
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nuabcr\with no event as Y go/that N . Y 4-'Y . Then P
o

is

LV Y /N or Y /N. For the moment we denote4e mean length
, I .T .

__ .

of ate. .d spells by w. The Sprensen
/

s estimator 16

&52 ° [I (ruP)JITE,

T is estimator pay also be inte'rkted as a first-event

lbackwai I E, with r the origin of the bac_werd process. In- ,

dividuals are followed backvrd in timenuntil theyh'ave an event

as to the original startirepoint, zero, if they0e, np event,

The observed mean duration i7refleets these twityva of observac-

dons. For.the Y-0 individuals who do alave an event in (O., t

the duration is merely r, 'These obsery 4' tions contribute Yor to th

mean. For Oose 1.:716 ,have arr event in (0, Sr), the contribution ,N v
,

in Figure 1: But since we are now taking p backward perspective,

the duration v ends in an event and hould be called u. That is,

taking a backward perspective.
ii ,

Then

(s.1

Since Sorensen assumed

the Equation 25). Then

(T ylini)/N (lot
J101"

robVP = ri/(//1+-4)
09'

Ti r for all ror .1(1y)r

rig + I') (37)

which is identical: to the first-event Mill in ki17.

Our analysis of Sorensen's estimators demonstrates that

maximum likelihood applied only to censored observations can be

used to estimate the parameter of a Poisson process. This result

depends on the indifference of the model to time; once can work

either forward or backward and obtain the same result:.

In the second as considered by Sorensen, the investigato

needs to use all pells during /the observation period in the analy-

sis. The logic underlying the choice between his proposed estimators

to less clear than in the previous case. First Sorensen conferred

ad rejected the inverse of the mean length of all spells, (Y + N)

/(U + V), as upwatdly biased (see Equation 28). Instead he

proposed that the length of all censored spells be doubled.

17
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That is, he proposed the estimator

asp .fr+ MAU + 2,V)

THE CENSORING PROITEM IN ANALYSIS OF EVENT HISTORIES
Z25.

cured in years,) For each unit in a sample ve tied the relationship

(38) In[G(id = = au, t!) (40)

to simulate u, thr time between ettentsi ;-'1 ands', For each unit

we dreW a seudo.random number from a (0,1) uniform distribu.

lion and eallH this GOO; then we used (10) to calculate We

repeated the entire procesis 200 times for each 'ample size.

We begin with the 'results for the first -event MLE (25,

:Table 1 reports the means of the sstidiates of a over-th`e 200 same

pies for each sample size. If thetstimatorwere/unbiased, the tnean.

over the 200 samples- Would approximately equal unity, the true

value of d. Within° censoring and N 25, th mean waal

His reasoning depenclecion the fact that thi expected length of the

censored spell- is twice the expected ie,ngth of spells ending in an

event. (see Felle 1971). Doubling the observed, length of censored

spells (thattist,,p is intended to .compensate for the differencein

the expected IA h of censored and uncensored spells:

S ense.n (1976) rd. Rosed the 'estiMator

in his quation 12:

&s4 (t 110 )1 (U/ T ra+v) ,(39).

This is'just the e hliator in 23), which MLE. Clear19 it is not

the s'ame as the estimator in (38). Sorensen's discussion does- not

offer any.grpuasfor ch9oAg.between the ettimators in (38) and
,

(39). Below
(c

investigate the differences between the two esti-

mators.

A onto 'Carlo 'Study of Constant -Rate Estimators

Though tl-ce einiatOrs discussed above different infore.
,

ma i -bout events within a period of time all but one (38) are

maximum.likehhood estimators, whi -_ are asymptotically nor.,

mal, unbiased, and efficient under, qu e general conditions, In

other words; in large samples one, cannot improve on these esti=

maws, However, for small samples the MLE in (25)1s known to

be slightly upwardly biased and to have a nonnormal,disrriMon

,liartholomew, 1957, 1963; Mendenhall and Lehman, 190).

Below we report results of a Monte Carlo study that in-

vestigated hoiroperties of the various MLEs depend on sample

SIX and the leveLof censoring. These results are useful for show-

in that in small::samples the upward bias is quite small and that

th large=samplelheary is a goad appmximation for the situations

,confronted bymnStftiologists. It also shows the costs of ignoring'

informations Qh 'certain spells, Finally, it lets us contrast the ML

estimators with the non-ML estimator that doubles the length of

censored spells.

In all phases of the Monte Carlo study we examined same

ples of sues 25, 50, 100, 250, and 500 and arbitrarily set a equal to

I per unit of time, (For convenience we assume that time is mea-

18

TABLE I

Effect if Cowing on the Bennvineof a Maximilm4.1411lioad,

htimator for consiam.Raie "-

(CI ; Nlithber nt Simpl6s a 2110)

Degree of

Censuring, plea ti

Sample

Size

25

511

100

250

500

0 '

0.20

,50

' .130

0,90
e

0

0,20

0.50

. 9.80

0.90

0

0.20

0.50

0.80

0.90

0,20

0.50

0,80

0.90!

)

0,20

0.50

0.80

r 0.911

1.015

1.017

0.990

0 991

0.974

1 006

1006

0:997

0,996

0,990

1.005

1.004

0.999

1,006

101.0

1.001

1099

0.995

1.000

0.996

Ihrianc

ail 4

00,009581

(t00- 1 12i161,

0.426

0.023

0043

.0.057

0.094

0.168

0.012

0,023

0.055

.111113

11.0114

0:010

0.012

0.028

0.049

0.002

0.004

0,006

0.013

0.023
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'at

Cent hIghe than the true Moe. However, t e upwar:r1 bias de.

dined tp 1,5 percent=of the true v rue for N E,5Q a was negligi=

ble for the larkir sa size"
-

ext we co -C of censoring. First we chose a

ng points the probabilitpf, no,event rior to

Ttly t is, the leye o censoring -ivas 0.2,40.5, 0.8, iand;f}9- tv6

.used.)lexpression like 1111),!6 calculate c,,(r replae-ed:)', If the

uncensorehime for aerie was greater than r, then the paie Was

eenso pel. was less tha'iviit iv as uncensored

Table 1 rports,ihe means, across 711D,'S,,athpte'.

ievei of censoring andibt each satople si4.Thiee qs a OU

intereSt, First, fortnediudize_d. samples_ cens_oring,:had:a negligi.
,

ble effect on the:bias. Second, for small samples, ekpecially

4 censoring actually reduced the upward bias itr'the estimator

_in as one would e pecl, censoring increased the foriance of

the esti7tor consM ly. A shift Ire censoring to'20 per-

cent c/ wring apprAi tely doubleil the variance; so did a shift

frim 80 to 90 percent a sating. Insofar as the mean squared er.

:ror: is concerned, the impact of censoring on the variance'achially,

swamped its Micron bias, For the combination of small samples

and high level's of censoring, which implies few bbserved eVentsiA

the estimatorOas very imprecise. In relatively larg, samples,.

however, fhe effects ()flyer' extree levels of ceA ring were

rather modest: These results suggest that the firstr.e nt M LE hasp. '

good properties 1a small 'samples with slight censoring and for

moderately large samples with even high degrees of 'censoring.

To this point we have only used the first event for each unit

o estimate the rate at which an event occurs. In many research

contexts there are multiple events, within a given observational

period T. If; ;nye' stigate estimators that is data on mul.tiple

tl.verns, we chose r to be l year, so that the average number of

events within= the period would be unity However, during this

period some units would have more than one, milt and others

none:

,We wish to contrast three estimators of the rate for r equal

tot year. (I) the M LE using data on all events (23); (2) Siren:

sen's "hackwArd" NILE, which uses information only on a
, . ,

length of the last spell when the process is near INC origin, try

i. (37); and (3) SOrensenls non ML estimator that double; the

I
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; =

I ' TABU 2

aomparigoni Alternative Estimorun far 4 Cowl3.1(41E
t . .

4

NI el (rr ...;1; Number of SaAple5 7'.20P)

Sai.41e. Sia" iii a o ViltiAoce
$tirriatur

)

for finr.irar

(2) La;11f111%.1 LE for

brstyear

(1) 1,45( doubled'

for brat -year 6si

41 Mimi hILE for

fifth-year i

(5) 1.4sr,sp'ell MU: for k

trirbyear As(

25

50

1 005

tf 1:005

0.1115

0 021

100 0.999

1 047 0060

sti 1.NC) 0.11611'

lb0 1,1(17 3017

.25 1°21) 3025

50 11.1223 0 01;

toil

c)6

0.007

.809 0 312

(110

0 00W OOP)

25 1.112 3003

50 1110 3(101

tot) 1,1121 03111

4

length of censored pellS, 38), The; findings are given in
41

Table 2,
P

'The:results for the all.event NILE were very goad, much

Wier than the first -event MEE (compare with Table 1). For' '

.etainple; the average Bias for N . 25 was only 0.5 percent cont.,

pared with 5.5A 1.8 percew 'or the first-event MLE with'the
f

We saris_ e size. `This is reparkably good for such a small'

sample,
. ', ..

Next consider Sorensen's "ackward" hil LE. Both the up.

wardlbias 'ar)d variancewere larger / than for the alltevent NILE.

Si)the backward
MLE is noticeably inferior to the t MU.

However, the backward MLE is still a mason:, ly goo timator

,anti 'oulfl be used if only the starting date the last spell is

kno- nor can be acfurateltrecdled.

Now -fonsir the him-ML estimator that doubles the

l =ad
th of censored spells. It was upwardly biased and had a'much

lir er bias (approximately 23 percent) than any other estimator

tiudied, Clearly it cannot be recommended.

Finally, we chose r equal to 5 years; We wish to compare

two estimators! the NILE that uses data on all event's in the fifth

year (23) and the backward MLE that Uses only the last spell in

the fifth year (30): The former lets us exiamine the effects of hav,
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\
ing censoring on both the left the right. The latter lets us

study cisi, which presumes that all units have .[Lad at least one

event during the observation perrad, civenthe as4ptions of the

model and a . 1, the prOability df no event irrlyears is less

than 0.01, so elm is the apOpriate estimator. \
First consider the results for the all-event MLE for the fifth,

qeir, in which 'data were censored on both the left and right. The

even f NIL-rwas slightly downwardly biased by approximately

\2 percent. For a given sample size the variance was about The same'

s for the all-event1LE for the first year'. On the other hand; the

estimator that uses only ka on the last spell during the fifth year
,

4, had a fairly large,upward bias (about 11 percent) but a very

small variance: Fot sinalqagples (N = 25 and 50), this esti.

mator had aksmallei. mearl squared error than the all-event MLE

for the fift year. With large sample sizes, however, it had a

larger mea squaredquared error than the alkevent MLE Consequendy,

the choice`between (23) and (30) is less clear than ititthe case of

data on the firs year, where data are censored on the right but

not the left. ,

Overall the results of the Monte Carlo study indicate sev.

eral things: All maximum-likelihood estirnator, adjust for censor.

ing reaSonably well. In fact, except for very small samples, thes1mall

Of these estimators appears good even with extreme levels

of censoring. This finding is very important for the analysis of

data when the observational period is short relative totthe aver.

age length of time between events, which often occurs in studies

of marriage and divorce, failure of organizations, and So forth:

The quality of estimators based on forward and backward first

events was generally not as good as that of estimators that use all

events during some period. Even, first-event estimators did rep

I sonably well however, especially in moderately large samples.

The only non.MLE investigated, one that doubles the length or

. " censored spells, wa much poorer that-IA:any M LE, we recommend

that it not be used.

EXTENSIONS TJ MORE REALISTIC MODhS

Analysis of event histories with estimators obtained by the

method of moments (Sorensen's approach) requires that fiew esti

22
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oiators be derived for each data structure, Moreover, it ir nat,

dear that this method can be readily generalized to handle Tod-

cis in which rates v over units and over time. The maximum .

likelihood approach that We recommend is easily gerierallied. We

have shown ih the previous section that t'ie same analytic frarice .

work can be applied to a variety of data structures. In this section

we outline how it can be extended to permit analysis when (1)

rates depend on exogenous variables (allowini for a heterogene.

nos population), t2) multiple kinds of events can occur, and 3)

rates vary Ovektime.

Causal Models of Rates

Sociologists analyzing event histories want to know, how

the rate at which events occur deptnds on properties of units and

social structure. For example, analysts studying the outbreak of

riots in cities have focused on the effects of population size, gov-

ernmental structure, industrial composition, and the like (see, for

oarnple, Spilerman, 1971). Suppose that for each unit wr not

only know its event history but also its level on a set of observable

causal variables, X1, X2, ...,

To analyze the way in which the Xs affect the rates, we

require a model linking the two. A log-linear model is a natural

candidate because it constrains rates to be nonnegative:

ek+fix1+12x2+...+1011
(41)

Then we can evaluate the effects of the Ps on the rate in terms of

the his. For a sociological application of this model, see Hannan

and others (1977).

For simplicity we4ncentrate on the special case in which

(I1)antains only a dummy variable X:

Orr
e (42)

where X equals 1 ithe unit has property A and otherwise equals

serb, for example, A could refer to receiving an experimental

treetnent. Then X = 1 for experimentals ad X. = 0 for controls.

Note that (42) can be written as
!.1 4

Um.e1/4 e" 00( )x (43)

23
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) where au . e1/41 and d, 1. When,,X= w. aa; when X . 1,

= So = afau is th ratio ofihe rate for those with

X = 1 to the rate for those with X = Laven the relationship in

(43), in this' special case it is easier to estimate ao a l than

boadd,h,.

To Vlitain ap 41-events MLE, wemerely replace a in (19)

with (43):

rpy(U n+ ro) ply T (0)

ro/T0))/(riorro))

(44)

(45)

where the superscripts 0 and I denote values for those with

X - 0 and X. = 1, respectively,)

No that the esiiriiated "control! rate (that is for X . 0)

is the same as before: the ratio of the total number of events to the

total observation time for this group. The estimated multiplier,

the relative effect of X, is just the ratio of two terms like (44). In

fact, according to (43) the estimated rate for those with X I

is just ,

al y(11/ Tlil
(46)

Thi s. simple extension of the constant-rate model permits

an interesting further analysis of the effects of ignoring censored

spells. Comparable to the pseudu-M LE in (27), we obtain:

=

(11)/ WO)/ ftlA

(47)

(48)

Comparing the pscudo-Ml.E etimators with the all-event

MU, we see that the situation is just as before. The pseudo-kILE

for the "control" rate (that is, for X 0) is upwardly biased:

au, = 7'711' (49)

for the effect of .1', al, is also biased:

7 07 tiinv rin)/ um)
(5(1)

This is just the ratio of twii ratios, each being the total time to the

time spent in.spells that end in an event. 'Fle greater the degree

of censoring,Ithe larger the two ratios. In fact, the ratio in (50) is

a measure of the degree of censoring for the group with X I to

24
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that for A' 0, If A' has a positive effect on then ratib (that is,

a, > 1), those with X I have a shorter expected duration be.

tween events and a smaller degree of censoring. Thus the pseudo-

NILE will overstate the causal effect of X. Similarly, when the ef-

fect of X is negative (that is, a, < 1), the bias in 61 is negative.

Ilerice the bias in 6 , due to,censoring will tend to overstate causal

elfects.

In the general ease when some or all of the causal variably

are ci)rilinuous, 'the maximum.likeliflood estimator'doenot have

an explicit solution. In thai ease one must obtain the NIL estiA

owes of causal effects through some iterative procedure `roma

marockford (1976) have developed a very efficient program for

the estimation of general causal models for rates. We refer in-

'bested readers to this document fdr a disculion 4if the.prugrAi,

and its use;.see Tunc(1976) and liannan and others (077) for

substantive applications to censored data.

Models with Multiple Kinds of Events

The problem in Rost research app cations is more corn-

piex than we have indicated. In particular, multiple kinds ..of

events may occur. We consider two examples.

SOreosen's (1976) work on censoring was motivated by an

interest in the rate, atAvhich people voluntarily change jobs. SO'

implicitly there are, at least two kinds of events: voluntary and

involuntary job shifts. In his analysis Sorensen (1975) ignored

those with a theoretically uninteresting event (an involuntary job

3hift).

Our second example concerns the problem of attrition in

panel studies that obtain event histories between successive wave.

Usually some people interviewed in earlier waves do not Answer

quadons in later waves, So, for example, in analyzing /rates of

change in marital status from such data, we must consider three

bents: marriage, marital dissolution, and attrition from the study.

Virtually all reports from panel studies ignore those who leavethe

study

From our foregoing analysis, it should not be surprising

that excluding the observations on those with pn involuntary job

shift or on those who drop from a panel study leads to biased esti .

mates of the rates that are of substantive interest: the rate of a
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voluntary job shift and rates of change in marital.status, Consider

a three-state model in which all N units' begin in the first .state,

During the period of study ,they. may make transitions between the

three states. For simplicity we consider only the first change of

state, and assume that transition rates are constants, Instead of a

single parameter a, we consider aoanda 0, which denote the rate

of changes from state I to 2 and from state I to 3, respectively.

The rate of leaving state is just (an -;

The likelihood function for first events with censored ob-

±'sery lions for this situation is

L .11 f (u.)"0
12 an on

..1 012 + 013 C(I2 + 013

where f (u,), the probability density of a change after u, is just

,(au + a u) expl u (au + al))1; y, and z , are (0, I ) variables in-

dicating whether there was a move to state 2 (y, . 1 ) or state 3

(z, = ); G (t),) is the probability of not having had an event over

the observation period of length v; and al)/ (a12 + au) is the

conditional probability of a move to state j, j . 2 or 3. Since the.

rates are constants, the likelihood simplifies to

othlati e1112+413101 (;; *ti

1=1 12 13

The MLEs a_re

412 /1/(1.112 + U13 + r,)

= + tin + Vi)

(521

(53)

(54)

where t11, is the total time until the first move when the change is

from l to j; r, i the total nuns ber of moves from r to 2; Z, is the'

total number of _moves from I to 3; and 1/, is the total length of

Censored spells, (The subscript 1 is a reminder that all N cases be

gin in state I by assumption.) The main point of (53) and (54) is

that estimates of boib rates depend on the sum of all time prior to

the first event or censoring, including the 'observation time on

who move to what might be considered the theoretically,

unin sting state (for example, attrition):

AS -fore we contrast the WILE with a pseudo.MLE that

26
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ignores Cert in observations, This time. we consider the conse-

quences of ig oring eases that move to state 3 in estimating a12',

the rate of a move from 1 to 2. This is j

iii = rou, (55)

Clearly the pseudo-MLE gives higher estimates of the rate than

does the MLE, in (53). Since we now know that the latterhas good

statistical properties add, if anything, is upwardly EiWd, we

again conclude that the pseudo.MLE yields upwardly biascl esti-

mates of the rate.

This result has important implications for the causal

analysis of the rate at which a change in state oecuri. We have

seen that ignoring censored observations gives biased esti* -s of

, the effects of causal variables in a Poisson model, The result n

eralizes to the multiple.state model, The effects of any c sal

variables that affect movement from one state to another ill be

estimated poorly when observations art excluded from t e analy-

sis on the basis of the state to which theynove. This is an nstance

( of the general phenomenon that selection of units in erms of

endogenous variblis biases estimates of causal effects. The strat-

egy we hav,e proposed avoids this problem.

Time Dependent Rates

So far we have assumed that rates are time-independent,

though possibly depending onoexogenous causal variables, . This

assumption/may often be inappropriate, however. For example,

there areitistorical trends in rates of collective violence, organi-

2ational 611ure, and marital dissolution, Rates may depend on

the duration since the previous event: The rate of a-voluntary job

shift may decline with increasing job tenure, and the rate Of marl.

tal dissolution may decline with increases in the duration of the

marriage. Rates may also depend on age. For instance, organiza.

l'ional death rates are higher for new organizations than Old or.

ganiiations. And most experimental interventions trigger adjust-

ment processes that are time-dependent.

The general strategy that we have discussed can easily be

extended to incorporate specific forms of time dependence in

rates. One.form that 'we have used involves specifying that rates

dry from one delimited period to andrher but are time-

27
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independent within a period, In our application of this ,form, we

estimated a rate of marital dissolution in the first 6 months of an :I

income maintenance experiment and another rate kr the subse.

quent 18 months of data. Experimental effects were allowed to

vary from one period to another, but other causal variables were

constrained to have the dame effect in both periods (see

andTtheri, 1

Alternatively one can specify a parametric form of time

dependence. Pot example, Tuma (1976) estimated a model in

which the rate of leaving a job was a quadratic function of elapsed

time on the job. One could also use this procedure to estimate

Sorensen's"(1975) model in Which the rate of voluntary job shifts

declines exponentially with labor market experience (or age), Of

course, other specifications are possible. A major advantage of the

masimum.likelthood approach is, the se with which it is ex.

tended to a wide variety of data st uctures and substantive

specifications.

An analyst may expect strong tithe dependence of rates but

have no a priori hypothesis about its parametric form or the time

points at which rates might change. Then the two strategies men.

tioned above do not apply. The statistical literature offers some

nonparametric alternatives, however. These procedures ignore in

formation on the exact timing of events and instead use informa--

non only on the ordering in time of events in the sample. This

amounts to assuming that rates vaty from period to period

,
where a period is defined in terms of successive 'events in the

samplebut artconstant within any period.

Kaplan and Meier (1958) introduced this approach. They

formed a maximurn.likelihood estimator of the survivor function

G(t), Suppose that in a sample CV' units j of them have a non-

repeatable event with times ti, i, (ordered in time) and N. j
have histories censored on the right. When the units are subject to

the same stochastic process, elementary probability considera.

lions show that a maximum..likelihood estimator of G(t) for the

family of all possible distributions is

G(t) H (N (fl 1) (56)
11d
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It is
straightforward to recover an estimate of 6 (t) once 60 has

been obtained. Turnbull (1974) has generalized the Kaplan-Meier

estimator to the case in which histories are censored on both they

left,.and the right. Thus the Kaplan-Meier .type of estimator pro.

videsia nonparametric; alternative td the procedures that we dis-

tossed earlier when nonrepeatable events iccLF to homogeneous

UnitS.'. 's approach 'chhas recentlyently been generalized to handle

situations. in which rates depend on causal variables as well as

time, pox (1972,1975) has developed a procedure based on

diaPikeiihood function, The underlying idea can be sketched as

follows,' Suppose that unit i has a rate proportional to

h(i)exp (b)(;), (4hiee band X, are vectors of parameters and vari-

ables, respectively. Suppose we again arrange data on the timing

of events according to Kaplan and Meier's procedure. Then the

i(complete) likelihood is a product of three parts: (1) the likelihood

that events occurred on the observed dates; (2) the likelihood of

no events during the periods between the observed events; and (3)

the likelihood that an event happened to each individual i, given

that an event occurred and individual i was still at risk of the

event. If the rate is time.dependent in an unknown way, the first

two parts cannot be written explicitly, Howeve , the third part

can. Given the set of units at risk (the risk set) the conditiOnal

probability that unit I had an event at time 1, is simply

thXi

e RU)

where R (i,T is the risk set at i,..The partial likelihood is obtained

by multiplying together j terrris like this: ,

II b

I 1 Rod

(57k'

(58)

Cox has suggested that (58) be treated like an ordinary

likelihood function (though it is not) for purposes of estimation

and testing. He showed that this leads to consistent estimates of

causal effects (the Vs), Efron (1977) proved that, under condi=

iFor a clear and detailcd irca1mtnt, see Efron (1977),

q
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dons that appear quite general, the partial-likelihood estimator

of effects of causal variables is alymptotically normal and Riches

the Cramer-Rao lower bound,

*slow (1974) and Miller (1976) have also extended the

KaplakMeier approach. They , have estithated causal effects

within this framework b.y nonlinea r least squares. These esti.

matorallscappearActiavtgoad_properties.

The Kaplan-Meier approach has undergone 'considerable

development in therpast few years, and we do not yet know much

about the behavior of these estimator; in practice. Miller (1976)

contrasted the results of partial-likelihood and nonlinear least.

squares Kaplan-Meier estimates of the death rate following heart

transplants in a small sample. The two estimates gave somewhat

different qualitative findings concerning the effects of causat,vari-

ables. More must be learned about the sniall-sample behavior of

these estimators before choosing among them a' nd the parametric

procedurp we have described.

SUM Al AR r

Data on event histories, which record the dates of events,

are likely to become increasingly common as sociologists become

more aware of their value in studying change over time These

data are almost always censored; that is, they lack information

on events thai occur before or after the period for which data are.

available: Unless investigators deal with censoring in a sound

way, they are likelyo.to make erroneous inferences about the

change process.

We have considered several models of the 'Occurrence of

events and several approaches to estimation when event histories

are censored: We considered a constant rate (or Poisson) model

at length because the methodological issues are more easily

understood for this model. We also considered models in which
4,

the rate of an event depends on exogenous variables time and

in which there are,multiple kinds of events. We disc ssed ap.

proaches to estimation based on maximum likelihood, pseudo.

maximum likelihood, the method of moments, and recent work by

statisticians onnethods that make weak parametric assumptions,

30
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We showed analytically that pieudo-ML, approaches to '

the censoring problem give biased estimatesof rates and of catiial .-

effects of exogenous variables on rates. We also demonstiated that

all but one of the moment 'estimators of the constant-rate model

suggested by Sorensen (1976) are ML estimators, which are

known to have excellent large-sample properties. We conducted

Monte Carl ud of the small-sample 'properties of ML esti-

mators for red event histories. Our results showed that the :

various MLestimators have very good properties in small samples

when the degree of censoring is small or in medium-sized sam-

ples even when the degree of censoring is' large. Sorensen's non-

ML estimator had a muchrger bias than any ML estimator,

however, so we advise that it not be used.'

An important advantage of the ML approach to the ten-

soring problem is,thA it is easily extended to different data struc-

tures and different models, including those with multiple kinds of

events, causal effects on ratei, and time-dependent rates. How-

ever, it does require specific parametric assumptions. We have

reviewed recent statistica developments that deal with censoring .

and make weak parametri ssurriptiOns. There is proof that' these

new estimators have excelle t large-sample properties, but little ''

is yet known.abouttheir behavior in small samples or when there

is a' high degree of censoring.
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